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Abstract
Digital documentation of cultural heritage images has emerged as an important
topic in data analysis. Increasing the size and number of images to be processed
making the task of categorizing them a challenging task and may take an
inordinate amount of time. This research paper proposes a solution to the
mentioned challenges by classifying the subject of the image of the study using
Convolutional Neural Network. Classification of available images leads to
improve the management of the images dataset and enhance the search of a
specific item, which helps in the tasks of studying and analysis the proper
heritage object. Deep learning for architectural heritage images classification
has been employed during the course of this study. The pre-trained
convolutional neural networks GoogLeNet, resnet18 and resnet50 proposed to
be applied on public dataset Cultural Heritage images. Experimental results
have shown promising outcomes with an accuracy of “87.91”, “95.47” and
“95.57” respectively.
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1 Introduction
One of the most important aspects in the study of architectural cultural heritage documents is the diagnosis,
analysis and classification of the state of monuments and buildings and thus contribute effectively to the
conservation and restoration, so these documents must accurately reflect the information that can be extracted from
these heritage images [Llamas 17]. The number of digital documentation of cultural heritage is increased daily
because of different available sources and technology’s ability to help who is working in digital documentation
analysis and understanding. In addition, some of these images are taken by non-professional people and taken by
the phone’s camera. This kind of sources is easy to download and use but suffers from the lack of clearness without
source caption and categorization, contrariwise the expert photographer. In this paper deep learning technique is
proposed for digital documentation (usually colored images) classification. In this study, convolutional neural
network CNN to extract the useful information and features from the images has been used to help the classification
process. Nowadays, in academia and industry there is more focus on different applications of deep learning and
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convolutional neural network based on images classification, such as medical images [N 16], license plate and
vehicle recognition based on local tiled convolutional neural network as proposed by Yongbin Gao et.al [Gao 16],
satellite and aerial images based on CNN by M. A. Kadhim et. al [Kadhim 20] and many more. Furthermore,
literature has focused on cultural heritage images classification using pre-trained CNN like Alexnet, Resnet and
Inception v3 [Llamas 17], finally the research proposed Gabor filter for features extraction and support vector
machine for automatic architecture style recognition [Mathias 11]. In this work multi-label images [Llamas 17] are
used in the experimental analysis and results to train our model to classify new test images. Also, the pre-trained
CNN for high-level features extraction and classification are suggested.

2 Deep Learning
Deep structured learning is a discipline within the field of machine learning [Abed 19] based on an artificial
neural network [Mustafa 19] that used multi-layer to extract high-level features from raw input data or images.
Depending on the problem domain of study, the features have been selected. for instance, in image processing, the
low-level features can help to identify edges while high-level features can help to identify the semantic concept of
images [Llamas 17]. Most of the modern deep learning strategies are based on Convolutional Neural Network
[Abed 19].
2.1. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
The convolutional neural network is a class of deep learning network [Abdelaziz 19], and it is inspired by an
artificial neural network [Abdelaziz 19]. CNN is a typical structure designed as a series of stages formed by the
layers. the first phases consist of two kinds of layers: convolutional layers and assembly layers [Harangi 18], at the
end of the network's structure the classification performance of the features that extracted using fully connected
layers [Harangi 18]. In this work, many convolutional neural networks have been suggested and proposed such as
GoogLeNet [Szegedy 15], resnet18 [He 16] and resnet50 [He 16] , tested on different. CNN is a multi-layer network
structure basically consist of five layers starting from the input layer, convolutional layer, pooling layer, fully
connected layer and finally output layer as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: The basic structure of CNN

1- Input layer: it is the first layer of the Convolutional Neural Network, in general, it is the input of the
whole CNN which is represented as a matrix of image’s pixels [Zhang 19] .
2- Convolutional layer: this layer is responsible for the features extraction from the input matrix. The
earlier convolutional layer extracts low features like edge, lines and corner. And deep level
convolutional layer used for semantic features and high features extractions. The deep features
extraction depends on the learning of the previous low features of entire matrix [Belhi 18] . The
convolutional layer holds multiple features maps by convolving the convolution kernel of a previous
layer as shown in equation 1.
𝑋"# = 𝑓 &∑*∈34( 𝑋*#+, ∗ 𝐾*"# + 𝑏"# )5 … 1
Where
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Mj : represents the input image.
𝑋*# : :represents the jth features map of the l th layer.
* : represents the convolution operation.
𝑋*#+,: is the ith features map of the l-1 layer
𝐾*"# : represents the filter connecting the jth feature map of the l th layer and ith features map of the l-1
layer.
𝑏"# : is the bias.
The most common activation function was sigmoid, ReLU and Tanh [Zhang 19] . The equation as
shown
Sigmoid

,
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3- Pooling layer is used to reduce the dimensional features maps based on the limitations of the human
visual system [Zhang 19] [Belhi 18] by downsampling the conventional maps. The efficiency of
pooling layer to features reduction helps the CNN to speed up the computation process. In general,
there are two kinds of pooling operations: maximum and average pooling.
4- The fully connected layer is usually used in the last layers of the CNN structure as shown in figure(1),
to combine the features together in the former layers [Zhang 19] .
5- The output layer is the final layer of CNN architecture [Belhi 18] , is finally passed through the
classifier, the most commonly used classifier in this part is binary classification problems and multiclassification problems such as softmax classifier as shown in equation no 5.
Softmax
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Three different convolutional neural network methods have been used through this study, namely:
2.1.1. GoogLeNet: is a pre-trained convolutional neural network [Szegedy 15]. Basically, it has 22 layers deep
[Szegedy 15]. It is trained over two different online datasets ImageNet [Img net] and Places365 [Zhou 16] ,[Places]
. The GoogLeNet version which trained on ImageNet can classify images into 1000 categories, and the other
network which trained by Places365 can classify into 365 different place categories. Both of two network has an
input image size of 224 by 224. The network version that has been used in our experimental study was 144 layers
starting from the input layer, convolution layer, ReLU and Max pooling this structure repeated until reach the fully
connected layer, then the classifier layer occurs to give the output classification result.
2.1.2. ResNet-18 [He 16] is a pre-trained convolutional neural network, that has been trained on more than a
million images from images dataset ImageNet [Img net]. the network consists of 18 layers deep which can classify
images up to 1000 categories. The Network has learned rich features extracted from a wide range of images. The
input images size of 224 by 224. The network design used in this research has 72 layers.
2.1.3. ResNet101 [He 16] is another version of the Resnet network architecture. Same as the previous version
ResNet -18 is a pre-trained convolutional network has been trained on the same dataset ImageNet. The network
depth is 347 layers, which can classify images up to 1000 categories.

The setting of structure for a pre-trained convolutional network that we used in experimental shown in table 1.
Table 1: Setting of pre-trained CNN that used.
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Pre-trained CNN
algorithm
GoogLNet
ResNet 18
ResNet 101

No of layers
144× 1
72× 1
347× 1

No of
connection
170×2
79× 1
349×2

3. Proposed Model reused pre-trained CNN
The most commonly used in deep learning applications is transfer learning. The deep Convolutional Neural
Network was training based on large scale images dataset is applied to architecture heritage images. It is focused
on retrained the pre-trained convolutional neural network on a new task and on new images. Transfer learning with
fine-tuning is much faster and easier than training blinded network with random initializing weight. figure 2 shows
the proposed model architecture that suggested for this work.

Figure 2: The proposed model
1- Load Architectural Heritage Images dataset for start training phase. in this work, the training images
ratio was 70%, and testing was 30% randomly distribution from the dataset that we used in our
experiment.
2- The second step in the proposed model was how to adjust and fitting the layer’s filter with the image
size that we used as an experimental case. Starting from the input layer by selecting the size and number
of channels or color then convolutional layer till the fully connected layers. The information contains
who to combine the features that extracted from all layers to be trainable features.
3- Replace the classification layer to be suitable to the number of final categories. The adaptation occurs
to loss2-classifier layer and output layer. in our case ten classes in all three experimental study.
4- Training phase by load the editing pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network (GoogLNet, ResNet-18
and ResNet-101). By extracting all the features from a fully connected layer by combining the low and
high features, to train the network based on these features. After train the CNN the test phase occurs to
check and predicate class category of the testing images as the output, and check the accuracy of the
model.
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4. Experimental Result
In this section the experimental setting is introduced first, to establish the basic idea of the work.
4.1 The experimental setting
In this paper the setting of the experiment was as the following:
1- Architectural Heritage Elements Dataset (AHE_Dataset), which generated in three versions: Originally
the dataset was published in two versions, first one contains images of different sizes and the second was
scaled into 128×128 pixels, as well as the small dataset was created with a small size of 64×64 and 32×32.
The third version was selected as a subset of each class which consists of 500 images that scaled into 224 ×
224 pixels to be compatible with the pre-trained CNN. Table 2 illustrates the details of the dataset.
Table 2: Architecture heritage dataset details
Dataset
AHE_Dataset small
version
AHE_Dataset
original version
Sub of
AHE_Dataset

No of images

Size of
images

50× 10 class

64×64

10235 for all
classes

128× 128

500× 10 class

224×224

The dataset was partitioned randomly into 70% for training and 30% for validation.
2- The pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network (GoogLNet, ResNet 18 and ResNet 101) were used during
the course of this research to classify the Architectural Heritage Elements Dataset. All the CNN that used
were modified to be suitable for those kinds of images. The modification starts from the input layer to be
able for multi-channel images, convolutional layer to select size of filters proper the size of the entire
images, fully connected layer was edited to be suitable the number of categories in the used dataset, finally
the output classification layer was edit based on number of classes of fully connected layer.
3- All the editing, designing and coding of pre-trained CNN training and validation are implemented by
Matlab R2019a and Deep Network Designer tools.
4.2 Full training of Convolutional Neural Network
Our experimental study divided into three major parts based on the dataset used in this work. First one training
AHE_Dataset small version, second sub of AHE_Dataset select 500 images from each class, finally the
AHE_Dataset original version was trained. All of the versions of dataset are trained fully by three pre-trained
Convolutional Neural Networks. Figure(3) shows the accuracy and loss of AHE_Dataset small version based on
GoogLNet.
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Figure 3: Accuracy and loss of AHE _Dataset small version based on GoogLNet
And the confusion matrix of the same version shows in figure (4). Furthermore, the accuracy and loss of
the second version of sub-images based on ResNet-101 are shown in figure (5). The accuracy of the
confusion matrix was calculated based on condition positive and condition negatively as shown in
equation number 5. Finally, the confusion matrix of the training for sub-AHE_Dataset based on ResNet101 shows in figure (6).
𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 =

∑ STU8 VWX*S*Y87∑ STU8 Z8[\S*Y8
∑ SWS\# VWVU#\S*WZ

… equation 5

Figure 4: Confusion matrix of AHE_Dataset small version based on GoogLNet
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Figure 5 : Accuracy and loss of sub-AHE_Dataset 2nd version based on ResNet 101

Figure 6: Confusion matrix of sub-AHE_Dataset 2nd version based on ResNet 101
The third version of dataset which is the original version of dataset the highest accuracy and loss function
was based on ResNet-18. Figure 7 shows the accuracy and loss function, and figure 8 shows the confusion
matrix of it.
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Figure 7 : .Accuracy and loss function of the original version of AHE_Dataset based on ResNet-18

Figure 8: Confusion matrix of the original version of AHE_Dataset based on ResNet-18
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4.3 Result Analysis
Table 3 shows a summary of the results based on a different test performed. Consider the dataset with 64×64
image size, the GoogLNet achieved the highest accuracy of 87.91 at the same learning rate and iteration in
comparison to other techniques. In another case, the highest accuracy achieved is 95.57 based on ResNet-18
under the same conditions for images with a size of 128×128. Finally, the accuracy of sub dataset with 224×224
image size is 95.47 based on ResNet-101.
Table 3: Comparing the accuracy result obtained in different tests performance
Pre-trained
CNN algorithm
GoogLNet
ResNet 18
ResNet 101
GoogLNet
ResNet 18
ResNet 101
GoogLNet
ResNet 18
ResNet 101

Image size

Epoch

64×64
64×64
64×64
128× 128
128× 128
128× 128
224×224
224×224
224×224

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

validation
iteration
98
98
98
716
716
716
350
350
350

Training
iteration
588
588
588
4296
4296
4296
2100
2100
2100

Learning
rate
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003
0.0003

Accuracy
87.91
85.07
87.44
95.47
95.57
95.49
95.00
95.27
95.47

Comparing the highest result that obtained based on the proposed system with a different algorithm used in
[Llamas 17]. Table 4 shows the summary of the result based on a different test performed tested on the same
dataset and dataset of architectural style with 25 categories [Xu 14].
Table 4: Summary of test performance based on different algorithms
Pre-trained CNN
algorithm
GoogLNet
ResNet 18
ResNet 101
ResNet (Full Training)
[Llamas 17]
ResNet (Full Training)
[Llamas 17]
Inception-ResNet-v2 (Fine
Tuning) [Llamas 17]
MLLR + SP [Xu 14]

Image size

accuracy

64×64
128× 128
224×224

87.91
95.57
95.47
89.6

32×32
64×64
128× 128
Different sizes (typically
800 × 600)

93
93.19
46.21

The best result that achieved based on 64×64 dataset was by ResNet (Full Training) [Llamas 17], and the test
based on 128× 128 dataset the highest accuracy achieved was by the proposed model based on ResNet 18 95.57.
Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11 show samples of a testing image with Predicted accuracy for each sample of an
original dataset based on GoogLNet, ResNet-18 and ResNet-101 respectively.
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Figure 10: Sample of Predicted accuracy of an original dataset based on GoogLNet

Figure 11: Sample of Predicted accuracy of an original dataset based on ResNet-18
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Figure 12: Sample of Predicted accuracy of an original dataset based on ResNet-101

5. Conclusion
This work presents a model for architecture heritage image classification using deep learning with a
convolutional neural network. In this model, CNN uses a pre-trained structure (GoogLNet , ResNet-18 and ResNet101). All of them tested on three versions of the dataset. The classification results which are achieved by GoogLNet
overperformed the other techniques in comparison with other CNN for the small version of the dataset. However,
ResNet-18 produced better classification results compared with other pre-trained CNN. Finally, sub-images of the
dataset based on ResNet-101 was the highest accuracy 95.47.
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